Abstract When a large disaster occurs, many volunteers can be garnered. After the Tohoku Earthquake in Japan in 2011, about 1.4 million volunteers rushed to the disaster area. Survivors-turned-volunteers from the 2004 Chuetsu Earthquake helped people in Noda Village, which was affected by the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami, while in turn people affected by the Chuetsu Earthquake were assisted by survivors of the 1995 Kobe Earthquake from Nishinomiya City. Such a chain of support is called a ''Pay-ItForward'' Network (PFN) and can serve as a valuable reserve of volunteer support in the next disaster. This paper studies PFNs using mathematical simulation and cellular automata. First, we compare two variables: whether volunteerism tended to be affected by neighborhoods (N) or by a disaster itself (R) following two large disasters in Japan: the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and the 1995 Kobe Earthquake. Second, we simulated volunteerism in the 1995 Kobe Earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake using cellular automata, including changing the variables (a) reflected by sympathy based on similar disaster experience. We found that the neighborhood (N) factor prevented the PFN from triggering inter-survivor support especially in the Tohoku case; however, the simulation revealed that, under other conditions, the PFN can spread volunteerism dramatically. On the whole, this study suggests the importance of two factors, N and R, and shows that PFNs can effectively activate the chain of support in some cases.
Introduction

1
To study why volunteers were constrained after the Tohoku Earthquake, Yamamoto and Sakamoto (2012) statistically analyzed panel data from before and after the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and explained subsequent volunteerism in the following terms: The distance from the disaster area is positively related to high opportunity cost, and high opportunity cost decreases the number of volunteers; daily participation in volunteer activities and connection to the disaster-affected area through friends or relatives living there are also positively related to the number of volunteers. However, this analysis cannot be applied to other disasters, due to three issues: time effects, error terms, and the ecological situation effect. The effects of these issues on post-disaster volunteerism in the Tohoku Earthquake and in general are unclear, and there are scant research findings on how to increase and spread volunteers in general.
Thus, this paper first studies which factors elicit decrease (or increase) in volunteers using a mathematical simulation, mainly based on the two largest cases of post-disaster volunteerism in Japan, those following the Kobe and the Tohoku Earthquakes. Second, to increase the number of volunteers in future cases, we introduce the ''Pay-It-Forward'' Network (PFN; Atsumi 2014) and input it into our mathematical simulation to explore which conditions involving the PFN trigger volunteerism.
The ''Pay-It-Forward'' Network
The ''Pay-It-Forward'' Network ( Fig. 1) relays support for disaster-affected areas (Atsumi 2014) , as can be gradually seen over the almost twenty years since borantia [volunteers] and volunteerism spread in Japanese society. For example, survivors from the Chuetsu Earthquake later volunteered to help people in Noda Village, which was one of the areas affected by the Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami; those in Chuetsu had themselves been helped by other people who survived the Kobe Earthquake. The PFN concept entails that if a survivor in a former disaster-affected area is supported by people such as volunteers, he or she will in turn want to support people in future disaster-affected areas due to a feeling of ''debt'' from the previous support.
In Japan, one of the sprouts from which the PFN idea grew can be seen after the Tohoku Earthquake. People who lived in Ojiya City, which was one of the areas affected by the 2004 Chuetsu Earthquake, received evacuees from Fukushima Prefecture after the accident at the Fukushima No. 1 Nuclear Power Plant. After Ojiya municipal government decided to receive people from Fukushima and sought volunteers who could open their homes, 277 households in Ojiya offered to accept evacuees immediately. One such volunteer stated why she chose to receive survivors: ''I want to do what I can do now. I want to do what we got 7 years [sic] before in the Chuetsu Earthquake to repay them'' (Shimizu 2012) .
In the latest pertinent study in Japan, Uchio (2013) used an anthropological perspective, finding that volunteers in Tohoku usually gave one-way gifts and that survivors, therefore, felt a sense of debt to the volunteers and sometimes gave them gifts in return. This sense of indebtedness and obligation might also fuel a desire among survivors to repay the gift, for example by doing volunteer activities in future disasters. Mitani (2015) demonstrated the existence of such support networks (PFNs) in Japan statistically using survey data following the Tohoku Earthquake; people who had once been affected by a disaster and had been supported by other people were more likely to volunteer in the disaster-affected area in 2011.
1.3 Review of the literature PFN can be explained by interdisciplinary theories in anthropology, evolutional biology, psychology, and economics. Anthropologically, volunteerism is traditionally explained in terms of gift-giving theory (e.g., Mauss 1925; Lévi-Strauss 1949) , in which gifts convey not only the intrinsic positive meaning of the gift-object in question, but also the power that rises through reciprocal exchange. That is, a person may give everything, even more than he or she can afford, so that people who receive this ambivalent ''gift'' will incur a debt that they have to repay equally, or even more than what was received. In the Tohoku Earthquake, this type of ''gift'' appeared in a new way because many volunteers rushed to disaster-affected areas but rarely stated their names or identified their groups to survivors, making it hard for survivors to contact their rescuers and thank or repay them afterward. That is, survivors structurally could not do contre-prestation (Mauss 1925) for the volunteers, which led to debt; then, when people in former disaster areas became volunteers in the next disaster-affected area, they felt they would be able to repay the debt. Atsumi (2014) introduced narratives of some survivors of the Tohoku Earthquake: ''When we are able to support survivors of future disasters, it is the time of our recovery'' (community leader, Minamisanriku Town, Miyagi Prefecture). In this definition, recovery from the earthquake takes a different perspective: Survivors want not only to be helped by others, but also to help others. The PFN phenomenon is also discussed in evolutional biology, as ''upstream indirect reciprocity'' (e.g., Nowak and Sigmund 2005; Trivers 1971) . In this field, reciprocity is problematic because it looks inconsistent with the law of ''natural selection.'' In direct reciprocity, A helps B because A expects B's help in return, and B also later helps A. Downstream indirect reciprocity entails, for instance, that person A helps person B, and then B helps person C, while A does not expect B's assistance in return. Upstream reciprocity is slightly different, in that before A helps B, A expects help from a third person; in other words, A expects a ''gift'' from another person in the case of upstream reciprocity (while conversely, A does not expect B's help in return in downstream reciprocity). Recently, Sigmund (1998, 2005) used the concept of ''reputation,'' while Barclay and Willer (2007) suggested ''competitive altruism'' to explain why A helps B under no expectation of B's return assistance; these kinds of altruism are gradually being explored. However, this type of reciprocity, including PFN, is still unclear because it can only be seen in humankind. Therefore, PFN is a specific topic located in upstream, indirect reciprocity.
The PFN also has some psychological and economic aspects that distinguish it from ''normal'' volunteerism. First, a PFN can mentally relieve survivors in both former and presently affected areas through communication, sometimes without their saying anything, although both present and former survivors understand that they cannot truly share their own experiences with each other because each experience in each disaster is so unique that they are not comparable. However, it can nevertheless be said that they share the sense that they cannot share the uniqueness of their respective experiences (Atsumi 2014) . Second, it is also interesting that this support applies not only to survivors at present, but also survivors of former disasters, whose sense of debt is relieved when they are able to support others. Traditionally, economic analysis treats the volunteer labor supply using a costbenefit model (e.g., Freeman 1997; Menchik and Weisbrod 1987) , but the motivation for the PFN does not merely come from the warm glow of doing a good deed per se (Andreoni 1990 ) but rather from repaying a debt, or more broadly from the dynamics of the chain of debt among survivors.
However, it is empirically still unclear whether the PFN perpetuates a support network in future disasters, and in what conditions the PFN triggers inter-survivor support.
Purpose
In this paper, we conducted two studies simulating disaster volunteerism following two Japanese earthquakes and investigated the conditions in which the PFN triggered intersurvivor support. In the first study, we isolated main factors affecting disaster volunteers following the 1995 Kobe Earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. Then, using these factors and data from the first study, we focused on in which conditions the PFN would make a support chain spread if activated in a case like that following the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. Both studies employed mathematical and sociological models and cellular automata (CA). The culture of volunteerism in Japan has only really developed since 1995, which was only twenty-three years ago. In future disasters, will the PFN trigger chains of support? This paper tries to answer this question using CA.
Method: cellular automata
We use cellular automata (CA) to simulate volunteering. CA can program the dynamics elicited in a cell by a nearby cell in a particular condition. Traditionally, CA research has investigated group decisions and public opinion in social psychology contexts (e.g., Nowak et al. 1990) or, in disaster contexts, evacuation modeling (e.g., Kirchner and Schadschneider 2002) . The merit of this mathematical simulation method is the simplicity of its square-block-type model, allowing us to discuss the chaotic dynamics that we cannot grasp based on a single agent.
The simulation in this study is based theoretically on social impact theory (SIT), which entails that an individual social impact rises from the feelings, thoughts, or behavior of affected agents (Latané 1981) ; this impact can thus be modeled using simulation methods such as CA, which is designed to measure attitude change (Nowak et al. 1990 ). In addition to SIT, we impute another function from a third party in relation to the disaster situation.
Applying social impact theory to volunteering
According to Wilson and Musick (1997) , volunteer work is explained by three resource models: (1) the human capital model, (2) the social capital model, and (3) the cultural capital model. Those models expect that the more surplus of the capital a person has, the more likely he or she is to volunteer, and that one model is more related to the connection with people than the others. Wilson (2000) indicates that social resources such as social networks should theoretically increase the chance of volunteering. Similarly, Hustinx et al. (2010) note that people with higher socioeconomic status (SES) tend more often to join groups and organizations, which then in turn provide connections that enhance their networks. In addition, however, Bekkers (2004) points out that the impact of individual differences is weaker than that of social conditions and norms. From these perspectives, we apply SIT to volunteering and base our CA application on the social context and dynamics.
3 Study 1: simulating disaster volunteerism based on simple factors 2 3.1 Social dynamics following a disaster: the remote factor A society becomes more altruistic when a disaster happens (Solnit 2009 ), but it is important to premise its convergence and dispersion of altruism in this simulation, in other words, the distance from a disaster area and the time effect following a disaster.
In this simulation, we premise the variables of a third party: the remote factor (R), which includes a decaying function by time and an inverse function by length:
decay const:of disaster : D; inversely const: : u; time : t; length from epicenter :
Decaying function: exp ÀD Á t ð Þ
This function reflects a decrease in the chance of people keeping in touch with information about the disaster, mainly from the mass media. D represents the constant of disaster decay, and t the elapsed time; each parameter depends on the disaster. This model assumes that the decay function is divided from the information of the cells and affects all cells. In the area where the event happened, the effect becomes weaker with distance from the disaster area; Yamori (1996) estimates the decaying function from the amount of information in newspapers related to the Nagasaki Flood of 1982 3 and the 1995 Kobe Earthquake and points out that the decaying curves follow a logarithmic function. In this simulation, we thus premise that the effect of time decay is explained on a logarithmic scale. This means that when the distance is further and the time elapsed is greater, the effect is weaker; for example, mass media based in a small region and serving the affected community are likely to continue reporting the event longer and in more detail compared with national media, which tend to move on report other events that are important for the entire nation. In the case of the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, regional news media in the Tohoku area, especially in affected areas, continued to report the recovery much longer.
Inverse function: L u
According to the Statistics Bureau (2012), the farther from the area affected by the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, the fewer the number of disaster volunteers. From this tendency and SIT, the effect of length is explained as (1). In this simulation, L indicates the Euclidean distance from the center cell of the disaster-affected area D(k, l); when we consider the cell (i, j), L is defined as follows:
3.2 The basic principles of the mathematical simulation
We set the principles of the model below:
( it is, the cells (n ij ) display 1, and if not, they display 0.
(3) Each cell represents the attitudes at time t as a P function:
Sum of the neighborhood included in own cell: 4 N sum In this simulation, we imputed D = 0.037 and u = 0.2 to formula (1).
5 To control the weight of N and R, W := w 1 =w 2 ð Þis defined. As W becomes larger, N becomes stronger and R weaker; as W becomes smaller, N becomes weaker and R stronger. N reflects the SIT model, which includes the resource model as per Wilson and Musick (1997) and socioeconomic status model as per Hustinx et al. (2010) discussed above. (4) At the next t ? 1, the cell (i, j) will be determined by the probability sigmoid function r(P).
In this simulation, we imputed k = 12, e = 0.1. 4 In this simulation, nine cells representing N_sum are chosen, including the Moore Neighborhood (e.g., Wolfram 1986 ) and the target cell, because the Von Neumann Neighborhood (just four cells) is too narrow, whereas the r range Von Neumann Neighborhood (all cells) is too broad. However, the neighborhood in this simulation is composed of not only the cells in the Moore neighborhood but also the target cell itself. One reason is that we regard the atmosphere to increases in volunteerism in both neighborhood areas and one's own area (cell). 5 d is referred to as Yamori's (1996) data, and u is decided by the fitness of the simulation results.
(5) The initial condition of (i, j) is determined by the ratio by log function.
In this simulation, we imputed a = 11.9. 
Results
To simplify the consequences of the model for clarity, we control only two parameters: (1) W, which is the valence parameter of N and R, and (2) D(k, l), which is the center of the disaster-affected area. Figure 2 displays transition examples of volunteers in a certain condition. The center of the field displays the epicenter of the convergence (t = 10); following the convergence, the volunteers disperse (t = 30, t = 50) from the center and then decrease to the pre-disaster stage. Figure 3 shows the results for the number of volunteers and of days, which also displays a measured and simulated number of volunteers. The measured number of volunteers was originally produced by the Japanese Social Welfare Council, and the elapsed number of days following the disaster was replaced by the mean day between the days that the number was counted by the Japanese Social Welfare Council. In this simulation, we input D(100, 100) and W = 1/4 for the 1995 Kobe Earthquake, and D(200, 100) and W = 1.6 for the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. The maximum in the vertical axis is normalized to 1, and the time value is replaced by 4.8 days per 1 unit of time in the simulation (Fig. 3) .
Discussion
The simulation data closely correspond to the measured data counted by the Japanese Social Welfare Council. In the Kobe Earthquake, the graph shows an earlier peak and then a sharper drop; in the Tohoku Earthquake, conversely, it shows a later peak and then a broader drop. The reason for the gap between measured and simulated numbers in 60-160 days in the Kobe Earthquake is estimated by the Japanese Social Welfare Council as being due to only counting the individual volunteers, not group volunteers like those attached to civic groups or NGOs. The reason for the gap at 0-40 days in the Tohoku Earthquake is possibly because some city offices in the affected areas, especially those that were seriously damaged, could not launch a coordinated sector in the early stages.
These results reflect that the social context constraining volunteers that Murai (2011) and Atsumi (2015) have mentioned makes factor R decrease. In addition, the center of the Tohoku disaster was coastal (D[200, 100] ), meaning that the earthquake and tsunami struck difficult-to-access areas compared to the Kobe Earthquake, which was an ''urban area disaster'' (D[100, 100]) in this simulation; the Tohoku Earthquake dissuaded more volunteers, that is, the location of the disaster and the factor R decrease impacted the number of volunteers.
Alongside the factor R decrease, the development of volunteerism in Japan in the 16 years between the disasters (Atsumi and Goltz 2014) makes the factor N increase. This is shown in Fig. 1 's broad transition of volunteers in the Tohoku Earthquake compared to the sharper decrease in volunteers in the Kobe Earthquake. However, this continuous effect by factor N does not play a key role in increasing the total number of volunteers, mainly because the center of the disaster-affected area is coastal (D[200, 100] ). Based on the results of study 1, it is clear that we should regard two parameters: the center of the disaster, D(k, l), and the strength of N and R, W. Table 1 displays the matrix of each situation reflected in the social context and disaster. In this simulation, we simulate the PFN following the Tohoku Earthquake by comparison with three other cases. The first situation reflects the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, in other words, a society with a mature volunteer system and a coastal disaster; the 1995 Kobe Earthquake saw a society with an immature volunteer system and a centralized disaster. Alternatively, the second situation represents a society with an immature volunteer system and a coastal disaster and a society with a mature volunteer system and a centralized disaster.
In this simulation, we use the formula including the PFN situation mainly based on the strength of the sympathy among people in the former disaster-affected area. This sympathy model reflects that people in former disaster areas see the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and say, ''I feel as if it were my own crisis.'' To reflect such a narrative, we premise that cells representing former disaster-affected areas will suffer again to a degree if the PFN becomes active, that is, for example, that in 2011, people in the Kobe disaster area relived their memory of their experiences in 1995. Under this premise, there are really two disaster-affected areas: One is a real disaster and another is an unreal disaster, but both affect people psychologically.
The basic principles of the simulation
We set the principles of the new model below:
(6) To control the strength of sympathy, we introduced the strength parameter of the PFN: a. The previously affected area (m, n) is defined as a Á R(L mn ) 0 a 1 ð Þ , as if the area ''re-suffered'' from disaster. (7) Considering principle (3) and the PFN, function P will be as follows:
(8) In the two edge disaster cases (D[200, 100] ), the center of the former disaster is defined as (100, 100). In the two centralized disaster cases (D[100, 100]), the center of the former disaster is defined as (200, 100). The first two cases reflect the relationships between the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and the 1995 Kobe Earthquake, and the second two cases reflect the future situation after the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake.
Results
First, we checked case I, the real case following the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. Second, we compared case I and the other three cases to understand other possible situations and societies. Figure 4 shows the number of volunteer cells versus unit time depending on the PFN a factor 0 a 1 ð Þ : In case I, the coastal location has a stronger N. When a ¼ 0, the graph shows the same curve in Fig. 4. (In Fig. 3 , unit time and t = 0 are displayed in the step time.) The previous disaster area is located in the (100, 100) cell and disaster area (200, 100). When 0 a\0:05, the graph peak is delayed and the number increases gradually; when 0:05 a\0:2, the graph shows a dramatic increase. However, after t = 60, the graph shows a drop-off to the same level and no significant differences.
The 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and PFN
To understand the number of volunteers and the inflection point of a, we measure the volunteer ratio in 0-100 units of time (Fig. 5) . The number is rapidly changing, so the horizontal axis displays the logarithm. The vertical axis displays the volunteer ratio, in other words how many times the number increases in an a value. When 0 a\0:02, the ratio is the same as a ¼ 0 and is stable near ratio = 1. From a ¼ 0:02; the ratio gradually increases to a ¼ 0:05. When a ¼ 0:1 the ratio is almost twice that of a ¼ 0, and from a ¼ 0:1 there is a dramatic increase, which can be an inflection point. Above a ¼ 0:1; the ratio increases sharply; when a ¼ 1; the ratio is seven times that of a ¼ 0.
Comparison of the other three cases of PFN
To compare the four different situations and societies from PFN, Fig. 6 displays the total number of volunteers in cases I through IV in the same way as in Fig. 5 . Cases I and II are centralized disaster cases, where people in disaster areas of previous and coastal disasters help the people in the center. Conversely, cases III and IV show the coastal disaster cases, in which people in disaster-affected areas of previous and centralized disasters help the people in the center. Compared with the location where a disaster happens, the increasing ratio of volunteers at the edge (the PFN from the center) is larger than that in the center (PFN from the edge), but there are slight differences. On the other hand, focusing on the society explained by the N and R factors, there is a major difference from a = 0.05. In cases I and III, which prescribe a stronger N society, the ratio sharply increases and the total number is also larger than that in cases II and IV, which prescribe a stronger R society; that is, it can be said that the situation in the society is much more influential than the location of the disaster as the PFN factor gets stronger.
Discussion of both studies together
In this paper, we discuss the PFN under the conditions of the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake key to increasing volunteers is to change the W value to stress the R factor in the early stage of relief and the N factor in the early-middle stages of such considers where a disaster happens. The second simulation of case I (Figs. 4 and 5) supposes that the PFN influences the R factor in the previous disaster-affected areas because people who once suffered from a disaster and were helped by others can relate to the survivors' situation due to their own experiences. The R factor, with strength controlled by the PFN a factor, results in an a that sharply changes at about 0.1 and increases synergistic effects. Considering the statistical data and the measured number of volunteers, the a factor was low and did not perform well following the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. In addition, the second of the four cases (Fig. 6) indicates that the situation in society following a disaster is more important than the location where a disaster happens as the PFN gets stronger.
The N factor (larger W) plays a key role in two ways: First, a larger N factor would decrease volunteerism in the case of a coastal disaster; second, a strong N factor triggers the PFN more effectively wherever a disaster happens. On the whole, if it is difficult to say whether the society is strong enough to trigger a chain of support with regard to the PFN, first, we should check where a disaster happens, and if the area is located inland it is better to control the factor N increase, for example by holding an event for volunteers and assisting by donating money to civic groups and local volunteer groups. However, if the area is coastal, we should be more careful. In the case of Japan following the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, the affected area was coastal and very large, and the PFN did not work well regardless; the society had a stronger N factor than in the 1995 Kobe Earthquake. Thus, for the safety of the volunteers, in the early stages we should keep the R factor strong to keep up volunteer numbers, and then in the middle stage we should gradually increase the N factor and accelerate the PFN.
Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on two factors and how a society changes through control of the PFN's parameters, the two factors, and the location of the disaster. The results show that the a factor has a tipping point and that if the PFN triggers the support of the chain, the number of volunteers will increase dramatically, although for a precise projection we should pay attention to the conditions of the society and the area of the disaster as well. What is clear is that the PFN is able to trigger the support chain. In the simulation, we only reflect single psychological effect of the PFN, but we have to consider the difference in volunteering situation. As discussed, people who have never experienced a disaster might not recognize their own experience in a given disaster event. Activating the PFN for support is a people-centered approach (Collins et al. 2014) . Overall, the particular situation in the four cases and only one previous disaster area are assumed. In the future, it is necessary to analyze how the number of volunteers would change if a larger or smaller disaster happened or if the number of previous disasters able to participate in the PFN was increased.
